
ROSS CAMP RAFFLE

Terms and Conditions

1. The purpose of this raffle is to raise funds for the Ross Intermediate 2024 Camp.
2. Students are authorised to sell tickets on behalf of the school.
3. Tickets can only be sold for $5.
4. Tickets will be sold between Monday 29 April 2024 and Friday 28 June 2024.
5. The draw will take place at Ross Intermediate on 4 July 2024 under appropriate supervision,

as per the legislation.
6. Prize draw is exclusive to New World Pioneer and the named promotor.
7. Winners must be available for photos of them to be used for promotional materials including

social media.
8. New World Pioneer and/or the Prize promoter reserves the right to amended the T&Cs without

notice.
9. Grocery Grab will be at a mutually agreeable date and time, (preferred time is 7.30am to make

it easier for the ‘grabber’) between the dates of 8 July 2024 and 19 July 2024.
10.Winner will be announced publicly.
11. Video footage of the grocery grab used for promotional material including social media.
12.Alcohol, Lotto, Instant Kiwi and tobacco products are excluded.
13.Grocery Grab items are to be paid for on the day of the grab, by Ross Intermediate, unless

there is a prior arrangement.
14. Items picked in a way that make them unsaleable will be included in the grabbers prize or paid

for by the promoter.
15.Picker or pusher cannot open or reach into any cabinets not usually accessible by the public.
16.Picker or pusher cannot access any areas not usually accessible by the public.
17.Named ticket holder/winner must either push the trolley or pick the groceries (no substitutions

or nominations allowed).
18.Pusher cannot assist the picker.
19.The start point of the grab is the edge of vinyl tiles in foyer.
20. Items must be picked and CANNOT be strong armed.
21.Grabber must collect at least:

a. 1x fresh meat item
b. 1x fresh vege item
c. 1x fresh bakery bread product
d. 1x frozen product

22.Limit of a maximum of two of any of the same sort of product, eg: maximum two Sprite 24
packs or two lamb leg roasts.

23.Only items in the trolley at the end of the ‘grab time’ will be included in the prize.
24.Extra trolleys will be placed at the end of the aisles for the grabber and pusher to use as

required.


